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Abstract
Existing encoder block mode decision (EBMD) algorithms often bring computation
load and complexity at the encoder. In the distributed residual video coding (DRVC)
system, based on the analysis of the statistical characteristics of the decoder side
information (DSI), a simple scheme called EBMD-DRVC is introduced to maintain the
low-complexity nature of the encoder. EBMD-DRVC only employs the value of the
residual pixel at the encoder to classify the macro blocks into Intra mode, Skip mode and
WZ mode. If a Skip mode block cannot be replaced by the co-located block in the DSI
because of its unsatisfied quality, the decoder can improve the quality. The simulation
results show that EBMD-DRVC is efficient in mode decision and has competitive rate
distortion performance when compared with DISCOVER system. Due to having a lowcomplexity encoder, EBMD-DRVC is promising in practice.
Keywords: Distributed residual video coding; Encoder block mode decision; lowcomplexity encoder

1. Introduction
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is an alternative video coding scheme, which is
famous for its simple encoder architecture and is more suitable for the applications such
as wireless digital video cameras, low-power video sensor networks, video surveillance
cameras and so on. The theoretical foundations of DVC are the Slepian–Wolf theory
which is about the lossless distributed coding and Wyner–Ziv theory which is about the
loss distributed coding. These theories suggest that the statistical redundancies in a
(video) signal can be exploited at the decoder side with only a limited performance loss
with respect to a system that exploits the redundancies at the encoder. This facilitates the
design of a simple video encoder at the cost of the increased complexity at the decoder
because of the motion-compensated prediction shifting from the encoder to the decoder.
The well-known DVC architectures have been developed by researchers in Stanford
University, mainly including pixel-domain DVC (PDDVC) [1], transform-domain DVC
(TDDVC) [2] and distributed residual video coding (DRVC) [3].
During the past decade, DVC has been popularly studied. The research hotspots mainly
focus on improving the coding efficiency, decreasing the system latency and removal of
the feedback channel. In order to improve the coding efficiency, well-known strategies
including side information refinement [4-5], more accurate correlation noise model [6],
more effective reconstruction [7] and block mode decisions (BMD) [8-16] have been
proposed. In order to decrease the latency, low-delay DVC systems based on motion
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compensated extrapolation [17] and DVC systems using entropy coding without iterative
channel codes have been introduced in [18]. In order to remove the feedback channel, rate
estimations at the encoder have been presented.
We studied the problem of BMD and knew that BMD algorithms can be implemented
at the encoder (defined as encoder BMD, EBMD)[8-14], or at the decoder (defined as
decoder BMD, DBMD)[15-16]. DBMD is more effective than EBMD because the
accurate side information (SI) and correlation noise model can be obtained at the decoder.
But DBMD requires a feedback channel to send the mode information to the encoder
which brings the latency. On the contrary, EBMD suits for the scenario without the
feedback channel and has less latency which is more practical than DBMD. But the
existing EBMD often brings computation load and complexity at the encoder.
This paper focuses on EBMD in DRVC system. Since the encoder is limited in power,
memory and computational capability, a very simple and efficient scheme called EBMDDRVC is introduced to maintain the low-complexity nature of the encoder. The proposed
EBMD-DRVC has two advantages. One is that the mode decision criterion is very simple
which only employs the value of the residual pixel at the encoder to determine the block
mode without any heavy computation. The other is that the threshold is fixed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing
EBMD algorithms. Our EBMD-DRVC scheme is proposed in detail in Section 3. In
Section 4, experimental results are shown and discussed. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 5.

2. Review of the Existing EBMD Algorithms
In the existing EBMD algorithms, Intra mode and WZ mode are often introduced. In
literature [8-9], the mode selection depends on the sum of absolute differences (SAD)
between the blocks as an indication of the temporal coherence. If the SAD is less than the
threshold value, WZ mode is chosen, or else Intra mode is chosen. In [10], both spatial
and temporal block characteristics are taken into consideration by calculating the pixel
variance of each block and the SAD, respectively. In [12], an iterative algorithm is
proposed to dynamically select either Intra mode or WZ mode to encode a DCT block. In
order to make more accurate mode decision, SI is required at the encoder. In literature
[13], a cost function composed of compression rate and distortion is calculated, and the
block mode with the minimum cost is chosen. In addition to Intra mode and WZ mode,
skip mode used in [14] is also introduced which can save the transmission data and
therefore improve the RD performance.
Although all the above EBMD algorithms can improve the coding efficiency, they
undoubtedly bring computation load and complexity at the encoder due to the
computation of the metrics such as SAD, compression rate, distortion function and so on.
Furthermore, if there are some thresholds which should be pre-defined, the users do not
have a clue how to set them. Those disadvantages prevent EBMD from being widely used
in real-world applications. In order to make EBMD more practical, we propose the
EBMD-DRVC scheme to solve these problems effectively.

3. Proposed EBMD-DRVC Scheme
Based on the analysis of the statistical characteristics of the DSI, a simple scheme
called EBMD-DRVC which only employs the value of the residual pixel at the encoder to
classify the mode is introduced.
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3.1. System Diagram of EBMD-DRVC
Figure 1 illustrates the EBMD-DRVC architecture proposed in this paper. Set that the
whole video sequence is divided into WZ frame and KEY frame by GOP＝2 where
WZ frame and
defined as

X 2 k is

X 2 k 1 is KEY frame encoded by H.264/AVC Intra. The reference frame is


X re  ( X 2 k 1  X 2 k 1 ) 2

(1)
where
KEY frames decoded by H.264/AVC Intra. The residual
frames at the encoder and decoder are defined as (2) and (3), respectively
R  X 2 k  X re
(2)


X 2 k 1 and X 2 k 1 are

R  Y2 k  X re

(3)
Y
X
where 2 k estimated by MCFI [19] is the SI of 2 k and is computed using (4) where
mv  (mvx , mvy )
mv,
, is the estimated motion vector.
Y2 k 


1 
[ X 2 k 1 ( x  mvx , y  mvy )  X 2 k 1 ( x  mvx , y  mvy )]
2

(4)

Figure 1. System Diagram of EBMD-DRVC
At the encoder, R is divided into non-overlapping 4×4 macro blocks. Each block is
classified into Intra mode, Skip mode or WZ mode using the EBMD module and a binary
mode decision map employing variable length coding (VLC) is sent to the decoder. For
Intra blocks, the Intra codec is used (including DCT, scalar quantization and VLC). For
WZ blocks, non-uniform quantization and LDPC code are used. For Skip blocks, they are
skipped without transmission.
At the decoder, Intra blocks are intra decoded. WZ blocks are LDPC decoded and
inversely quantized. Skip blocks are replaced by the co-located blocks in R  . If the quality
of the co-located blocks is not good enough, the decoder can improved the quality.

According to the binary decision map, all the blocks will combine to get R , and
ˆ
ˆ
finally X 2k  R  X re
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3.2. Analysis of the Decoder SI (DSI) R  and the Quantization Index

R q

In DRVC system, R  is regarded as the SI of R . We focus on the statistical
characteristic of R  . The probability distribution curves of the residual pixels in any R  of
Hall Monitor, Foreman, Coastguard, and Soccer videos are illustrated in Figure 2. It
shows that each curve is sharp near 0 which means that the pixel value is centered on 0.
It is because we can regard R  as the motion-compensated errors between the adjacent
video frames by comparing (1), (3), and (4). Since most backgrounds and foreground in
the adjacent frames are changed a little, the motion-compensated errors for these regions
are very small and that results in the case R  Y2k  X re  0 being in the majority.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Probability Distribution of (a) the 13th Residual Frame of Hall
Monitor, (b) the 32th Residual Frame of Foreman, (c) the 4th Residual Frame
of Coastguard, and (d) the 19th Residual Frame of Soccer
Specific to the statistic characteristic of R  , we employ non-uniform quantization. Set
that the quantization intervals are [-255,-31][-30,30][31, 255] where the threshold 30 is

R

empirically obtained and the corresponding quantization indexes q shall be -1, 0, 1.
Table 1 gives the quantization results of R  which is shown in Figure2 and we can see

from it that since the case R  Y2k  X re  0 is in the majority, the residual pixels falling
in the interval

Rq  0

account for more than 97%, even up to 99%. Specific to such
R  0
characteristic, we can assume that q
accounts for 100%.
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Table 1. Percentage of Each
quantization interval

Rq

quantization index
Hall Monitor (the 13th residual frame)
Foreman(the 32th residual frame)
Coastguard(the 4th residual frame)
Soccer(the 19th residual frame)

R q

in R 

[-255,-31]
-1

[-30,30]
0

[31,255]
1

0.295928%
0.323548%
0.591856%
0.994318%

99.45155%
99.08854%
98.78078%
97.16304%

0.252525%
0.58791%
0.627367%
1.842645%

Here the statistic characteristic of DSI R  can be summarized as follows. The value of
the residual pixel concentrates near 0 and after implementing non-uniform quantization,
we assume that

Rq  0

accounts for100%.

3.3. Proposed Block Mode Decision Criterion

R  0

Based on the hypothesis that q
accounts for 100%, a simple and effective block
mode decision criterion is proposed. The definitions and decision criterion are:
 The size of macro block is 4×4 and there are altogether 16 residual pixels.
 The macro blocks in R and R are represented as

 )
PSNR ( Rblock , Rblock



pi

and

pi

Rblock

和

Rblock

respectively.

is the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of the macro block.

denote the residual pixel in

Rblock

and

Rblock

respectively, where

p i , pi  [255,255] i  1,2,3,...,16.
,
 Intra block: It refers to the block whose correlation with the co-located block in
DSI is weak. For this kind of block, using Intra codec is more effective than
Wyner-Ziv codec. Given the specific hypothesis of

Rq  0

, the case

that the correlation is weak. Therefore, A block with at least six

Rq  1

pi

means

satisfying

p i  30

is decided as Intra block.
 Skip block: It refers to the block whose correlation with the co-located block in
DSI is strong. It can replace by the side information block. Given the specific
hypothesis of

Rq  0

, the case

PSNR( R

, R

Rq  0
)

means the strong correlation. In order to

p

p  10

i
block
block , A block with all the i satisfying
obtain higher
is
decided as Skip block.
 WZ block: A block which is neither a Intra block nor a skip block is decided as
WZ block.
It can be seen that EBMD-DRVC is very simple which just depends on the value of the
residual pixel at the encoder to decide the block mode without any computation of the
metrics such as SAD, compression rate, distortion function and so on which are
mentioned in the existing EBMD algorithms. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show the 1th residual
frame of Foreman and the three kinds of blocks in it, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Display of (a) The 1th Residual Frame of Foreman, (b) The Three
Kinds of Blocks which Use White, Black, and Gray to Represent Skip
Blocks, Intra Blocks, and WZ Blocks, Respectively

3.4. Improve the Quality of

R block

for Skip Block

R  0

EBMD-DRVC is based on the hypothesis that q
accounts for 100% which is not
Rq  0
always true. In reality the case
seldom occurs, but when it occurs that may result
in wrong decisions. If a

Rblock

is wrongly classified as an Intra block, it will be

reconstructed correctly after Intra decoding. If a

Rblock

is wrongly classified as a Skip

block, it will be unable to be replaced by the co-located

Rq  0

while

Rq  0

, the correlation of the

Rblock

and

Rblock

Rblock

. Because in that case,

is not good enough. To solve

this problem, (5) can be used to improve the quality of the side information block
The improved

Rblock

satisfies that all the

 10

pi   10
 p
 i

pi

in

pi  10
pi  10
pi  10

Rb lo ck

Rblock

.

are less than or equals 10.


pi  Rblock
(5)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
Four test video sequences namely Hall Monitor, Foreman, Coastguard and Soccer with
QCIF resolution at 15Hz are used for the experiments. The GOP is 2. Odd frame is the
KEY frame encoded with H.264/AVC Intra codec for the QP parameter equal to 16, 18,
20, 24, 27, 30, 32 and 34 respectively. Even frame is the WZ frame. The reference frame
and residual frame are the same as those described in the introduction section of the
EBMD-DRVC architecture. For WZ blocks, the non-uniform quantization mentioned in
Section 3.2 is used and the code length of LDPC is 396.
4.1. Efficiency of EBMD
Figure 4 shows the percentage of each mode in four test sequences where the QP is 24.
It shows Skip blocks in Hall Monitor account for the largest proportion, reaching 93.66%.
Intra blocks in Soccer accounting for 12.73% are more than those in other three videos.
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That means the lower the motion is, the more percentage the skip blocks account for and
the higher the motion is, the more percentage the Intra blocks account for. Figure 5 shows
the average PSNR (APSNR) for each kind of block which is shown in Figure 4. It can be
seen that for Intra blocks, the APSNR is mainly 14dB-17dB that means the correlation
between the Intra blocks and their side information blocks is weak and the Intra codec is
appropriate. For WZ blocks, the APSNR is mainly 29 dB that means the quality of their
side information blocks is medium and WZ codec is appropriate. For Skip blocks, the
APSNR is as high as 43.19 dB, usually over 39 dB, which means that the correlation
between Skip blocks and their side information blocks is strong and the Skip blocks can
be replaced by the side information blocks. There is an exceptional case for Intra blocks
and WZ blocks in Coastguard. As we can see, the APSNRs of Intra blocks and WZ blocks
in Coastguard are higher than those of other videos. It is because the quality of SI is not
bad due to Coastguard with well behaved motion.

Figure 4. The Percentage of Each Mode in Test Videos

Figure 5. The APSNR of Each Kind of Block in Test Videos
Figure 6 shows the APSNR comparison of the Skip blocks with unsatisfactory side
information blocks before and after using (5). It can be seen that the gains are up to about
2.8dB, 2.1 dB, 1.2dB, and 1.4dB in Hall Monitor, Foreman, Coastguard, and Soccer,
respectively. The results show (5) is simple and helpful.
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Figure 6. APSNR Comparison of Skip Blocks with Unsatisfactory SI Blocks
Before and After Using (5)
In short, as we can see from the results of Figures 4-6, the proposed EBMD is very
simple and effective in mode decision for the video with any degree of motion. Since the
R  0
proposed EBMD is based on the hypothesis that q
accounts for 100%, the
satisfactory results also justify the hypothesis.
4.2. RD Performance Comparisons
Figure 7 shows the RD performance of the proposed EBMD-DRVC scheme for all the
test videos, compared with DISCOVER [20] system and EFMD [9] system. DISCOVER
is taken as the benchmark and the simulation results of DISCOVER come from [20].
EFMD is an encoder mode decision scheme which is implemented in WZ frame, while
our EBMD-DRVC is implemented in residual frame. For convenience, only luminance
components of these sequences are tested.
1. Compared with DISCOVER. DISCOVER is currently considered one of the best
performing DVC systems which has been optimized in aspects e.g. the code rate
control, correlation noise model, side information refinement and so on. The
framework of DISCOVER is relatively complex. While the framework of EBMDDRVC shown in Figure 1 is very simple. Though the EBMD module is added at
the encoder, it’s very simple. Figure 7 shows that EBMD-DRVC performs better
(the gain up to 1.4dB on average) for Hall Monitor video which is explained that
the Skip blocks are in the majority and help to improve the RD performance. For
Coastguard, EBMD-DRVC provides a RD performance quite close to the one
obtained by DISCOVER which is explained that WZ codec works well in
Coastguard. As we can see from Figure 4 and Figure5 that the percentage and
APSNR of WZ blocks in Coastguard are 64.75% and 34.17dB respectively which
mean WZ blocks are not only in the majority but also with satisfied SI, so the
parity bits needed to correct the SI errors are not much which help to achieve good
performance. For Foreman and Soccer video with high and complex motion,
EBMD-DRVC presents a small RD performance gap (up to 0.4-1 dB) duo to the
poor quality of SI. If the quality of SI can be improved by the side information
refinement which is used in DISCOVER, the performance of EBMD-DRVC will
be better but at the cost of increasing the complexity of the decoder. The simulation
results show EBMD-DRVC can achieve good performances with simple
framework, so it has a good practical use.
2. Compared with EFMD[9]. In [9], the paper proposes a simple encoder mode
decision algorithm which depends on comparing both the temporal and the spatial
SAD value. The temporal SAD is calculated between the co-located blocks in the
adjacent frames and the spatial SAD is calculated between a block and its
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neighboring blocks using one of three equations. The best equation is chosen by
heuristics. Fig, 7 shows that EBMD-DRVC outperforms EFMD with gains up to 26dB in Hall Monitor video, 1-1.5dB in Foreman video, about 1dB in Coastguard
video and about 2dB in Soccer video. There are two reasons for such outcomes.
One is that the absence of SI at the encoder in EFMD scheme causes inaccurate
correlation estimation, so the mode decision in EFMD is not always effective.
While in EBMD-DRVC scheme, the mode decision is based on the statistical
characteristic of the decoder SI (seen in Section 3.2), even though there is no SI
generated at the encoder, the mode decision is still effective. The other is Skip
mode is introduced in EBMD-DRVC to save the transmitting data and the quality
of co-located blocks in DSI can be improved by (5) which help to improve RD
performance. Comparing the two, we can conclude that EBMD-DRVC and EFMD
all belong to simple encoder mode decisions but EBMD-DRVC is more effective
than EFMD.
3. Compared with H.264/AVC Intra. H.264/AVC Intra is the standard Intra coding
solution. Figure 7 shows that EBMD-DRVC performs better for video sequences
with low or well behaved motion, such as Hall Monitor and Coastguard. For
Foreman and Soccer video sequences with high and complex motion, the RD
performances of EBMD-DRVC are lower than that of H.264/AVC Intra codec
which reveal if the percentage of Intra blocks in such videos account for more, the
RD performance will be better.

Figure 7. The RD Performance of EBMD-DRVC, DISCOVER and EFMD

5. Conclusions
The existing EBMD algorithms are unpractical in DVC system since they bring the
computation load and complexity at the encoder. Aim to maintain the low-complexity
nature of the encoder, we propose a simple and efficient EBMD-DRVC which only
employs the value of the residual pixel at the encoder to decide the macro blocks into
Intra mode, Skip mode and WZ mode. If the quality of the co-located blocks in DSI is
unsatisfactory, the decoder can improve the quality of the reconstructed Skip blocks. Our
metrics is very simple without any heavy computation and the threshold is fixed. These
advantages guarantee a low-complexity encoder. The experiment results show EBMD-
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DRVC is efficient in mode decision and obtains good and better RD performance when
compared with DISCOVER and EFMD, respectively. Due to having the low-complexity
encoder, EBMD-DRVC is promising in practice. In the future work, we will study how to
modify the mode decision criterion to increase the percentage of the Intra blocks in the
videos with high and complex motion.
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